Celebrity
Break-Up:
‘Big
Brother’ Stars Jack Matthews
& Analyse Talavera Split

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Big Brother stars Jack Matthews and Analyse
Talavera announced the end of their whirlwind of a celebrity
relationship. The famous couple met this past summer during
season 21 of Big Brother. Matthews announced via Instagram
that they were taking a break stating, “I’m glad that we were
able to be there for each other and we’ll always be friends
and partners forever.” Talavera confirmed Matthews’ statement
with her own Instagram post, saying, “…jack and I have both
decided that it’s best we go our separate ways and remain
great friends.” The couple mentioned long distance as being
one of the core reasons for the split.

In celebrity break-up news, this
showmance has fizzled, and longdistance played a big part. What
are some ways to sustain a longdistance relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Jack Matthews and Analyse Talavera have called it quits on
their relationship. The couple blamed the split on longdistance. However, Cupid has some relationship advice that
will help you and your partner last through being apart:
1. FaceTime: Video chatting with your partner will help you
feel less lonely if you two aren’t together. Schedule times
when you’re both free to video chat with your significant
other. It’ll be the best way to maintain your relationship if
you’re not able to physically be together.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Demi Moore Says She Was
‘Addicted’ to Ashton Kutcher
2. Focus on yourself: It’s totally normal to miss your partner
if you can’t see them, but you should have hobbies and jobs to
keep yourself occupied instead of focusing your energy on
being sad. Take time to do something you’ve always wanted!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
3. Plan trips: Even if it’s just for a weekend, you and your
significant other can go on a romantic getaway. It doesn’t
have to be anywhere extravagant or expensive as long as you
two get to spend quality time together.
How would you handle a long-distance relationship? Let us know

in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple News: Keanu
Reeves & Girlfriend Alexandra
Grant ‘Have Been Dating for
Years’

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Keanu Reeves stepped out with artist
Alexandra Grant this past weekend. The famous couple has been
very low-key since beginning to date in 2017, but held hands
and stood next to each other at the LACMA Art + Film Gala
Presented by Gucci in Los Angeles. A source for UsMagazine.com
stated, “[He] was there, and she was introducing him to

people. They weren’t openly affectionate, but they aren’t a
couple like that. They’re low-key and cool.”

In celebrity couple news, this pair
has been dating for years, even
though they recently made their
first
red
carpet
appearance
together. What are some reasons to
keep your relationship on the downlow?
Cupid’s Advice:
Keanu Reeves and Alexandra Grant have officially confirmed
their celebrity relationship after leaving fans speculating
about their status for years. Cupid has some relationship
advice to help you figure out if you should keep your
relationship on the down-low.
1. You have a public life: Even if you aren’t a film star like
Reeves or an artist like Grant, your life can still be very
public. If you spend time crafting your social media
tend to share a lot of your life with others. This
may be ideal to keep your relationship between you
partner to avoid any unnecessary opinions from
sources.

then you
time, it
and your
outside

Related Link: Celebrity News: Demi Moore Says She Was
‘Addicted’ to Ashton Kutcher
2. You’ve had trouble with relationships: If you’ve been burnt
in the past by an ex-lover you may want to be cautious this
time around. Take time to build a solid foundation with your

partner before sharing your relationship with the world.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
3. You have negative people in your life: Unfortunately, many
of us have negative people in our lives that we can’t seem to
get rid of. If this is the case for you then you should lean
toward the private side when it comes to your relationship.
This will help avoid drama caused by others.
Would you ever keep your relationship on the down-low? Let us
know in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Jed Wyatt
Vacations with New Woman
After Hannah Brown Split

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Bachelorette winner Jed Wyatt has been
spotted with a new woman post break-up from Hannah Brown.
According to UsMagazine.com, the famous couple split after
news broke that Wyatt had a girlfriend back home during the
show. Since the split, Wyatt has been seen with personal
trainer, Ellen Decker. This celebrity relationship is new and
exciting, though last month Wyatt revealed, “I can’t really
think about a relationship right now.” The pair vacationed to
Miami, further confirming their relationship through Instagram
stories.

In celebrity news, Jed Wyatt is
moving on from heartbreak after his
split from Bachelorette Hannah
Brown. What are some ways to know
you’re ready to move on after a
split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Jed Wyatt has officially moved on from celebrity ex Hannah

Brown. Wyatt is enjoying his time vacationing in Miami with
Ellen Decker. Cupid has some relationship advice to help you
know if you’re ready to move on after a split:
1. You’ve come to terms with the break-up: There’s no point in
moving on if you’re still hung up on your ex. To fully move on
from a past relationship you must be able to accept your
break-up and be indifferent when it comes to your ex.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third Baby
2. You’re happy: It’s one thing to come to terms with the end
of a relationship, but in order to truly move on, you should
be happy despite the relationship ending. If you’re happy as a
single person, then you’re ready to find a new relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
3. You’re emotionally secure: Break-ups can be heartbreaking
and emotionally draining. Take time to understand your
feelings before you jump into a new relationship. Once you
have a firm grasp on your emotions you should be ready to
handle the potential risks that come with dating.
How do you know when you’re ready to move on? Let us know in
the comments below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Meg Ryan
& John Mellencamp Call Off

Engagement

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Meg Ryan and John Mellencamp called off
their engagement. A source for UsMagazine.com reports that the
famous couple split and that Ryan “…had enough and ended
[their engagement]…She has no regrets.” Ryan ignited rumors of
a potential celebrity break-up when she was spotted sans
engagement ring. The couple were on and off for eight years
and announced their engagement in November 2018.

This celebrity break-up reportedly
comes after Meg Ryan “had enough.”
What are some ways to know your
relationship isn’t fixable?
Cupid’s Advice:
Meg Ryan and John Mellencamp called it quits on their

relationship. Ryan seems very secure in her decision to end
her relationship and does not have any regrets. Cupid has some
relationship advice to help you know when your relationship is
beyond repair:
1. You aren’t happy: Unhappiness is the first tell-tale sign
that your relationship may be headed in the wrong direction.
If you’ve felt less happy in recent months, take some time to
assess the situation and determine if staying in the
relationship is the best option for you.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third Baby
2. You and your partner argue often: Arguments are normal in a
relationship, however, if you and your partner are constantly
butting heads over the simplest of issues, there may be an
underlying reason why. Your relationship is causing you extra
stress through all of the fighting, so ask yourself: is it
worth it?
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
3. You can picture your life without them: Being able to
picture a happy future for yourself without your partner is
the most obvious sign that your relationship is beyond repair.
If you think you would be happier without your significant
other, you shouldn’t drag your relationship out, as it is not
fair to your partner.
How do you know when a relationship is unfixable? Let us know
in the comments below!

Celebrity
News:
Queen
Elizabeth Fuels Feud Rumors
By Removing Photo of Duchess
Meghan & Prince Harry

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Queen Elizabeth reportedly removed a photo
of Duchess Meghan and Prince Harry from Buckingham Palace.
According to UsMagazine.com, the photo was first spotted in
2018 when the Queen met with Conservative leader Boris
Johnson. Recently, the Queen was photographed with the High
Commissioner for Grenada, Lakisha Granta, but this time the
photo of Duchess Meghan and Prince Harry was mysteriously
missing. Tensions have been brewing amongst the royal family
after the famous couples’ names were pulled from Prince
William and Duchess Kate‘s charity. Prince Harry stated,”
…we’re brothers, we’ll always be brothers. We’re certainly on
different paths at the moment, but I’ll always be there for
him and as I know he’ll always be there for me.”

In celebrity news, the rumors are
alive and well when it comes to a
feud between this royal couple and
their royal family. What are some
ways to handle a rocky relationship
with your in-laws?
Cupid’s Advice:
Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan have been the center of a lot
of discourse among the royal family and overall British
population. Though Harry and Meghan understand their
relationship is subject to public opinion, Cupid has some
relationship advice to help you mend a rocky relationship with
your partner’s family:
1. Talk to your partner: Be sure that your partner is aware of
the issues at hand. It might be ideal for them to discuss the
problems with their family members before you actually get
involved. Sit down with your significant other and establish
the best way to address the problem.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Blake Lively & Ryan
Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third Baby
2. Speak to the family members: Once you’ve spoken to your
partner you should try to speak to the people in their family
that don’t seem to like you. It’s important to be kind and not
come off as though you’re attacking them as that will just
cause more problems. Clearly convey your feelings while also
listening to their grievances.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split

3. Accept and move forward: If you happen to work the
situation out, try to forget any bad blood that may have been
spilled between you and your partner’s family. You don’t want
to bring up any past issues as you can finally move forward
with your relationship. However, relationships may not be that
easy. If you can’t seem to work through your issues with your
partner’s family, you should talk to your significant other
about the best way to continue your relationship.
How do you deal with your partner’s family if they don’t like
you? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Christina
Hendricks & Geoffrey Arend
Split After 10 Years of
Marriage

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Christina Hendricks and Geoffrey Arend
split after ten years of marriage. According to
UsMagazine.com, the pair revealed the end of their celebrity
relationship in an exclusive joint statement to Us, “We will
always be grateful for the love we’ve shared and will always
work together to raise our two beautiful dogs.” This celebrity
break-up comes after a puzzling Instagram post from Arend
captioned, “Anytime you’re feeling low, bookend yourself in
dogs.” The post was made on the former famous couple‘s 10th
wedding anniversary. The pair plan on taking some time to
rediscover themselves post-split.

This celebrity break-up comes after
a ten-year marriage. What are some
ways to cope with a break-up after
a long-term relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Christina Hendricks and Geoffrey Arend have called it quits on
their 10-year marriage. Though the couple is taking time for
themselves after the split, there seems to be no bad blood
between the pair. Cupid has some relationship advice to help

you navigate your
relationship:

life

after

the

end

of

a

long-term

1. Take time for yourself: Just like Hendricks and Arend, the
best thing to do after a break-up is to take a moment for
yourself. Take this time to understand how you are feeling and
what you want and deserve. The end of a long-term relationship
can be devastating, so allow yourself to feel all of the
emotions that come with a break-up. Manage those emotions in a
healthy way as the first step to getting over a break-up.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Prince Harry & Duchess Meghan
Are Considering Moving to Canada
2. Surround yourself with positive energy: Once you’ve taken
the time to understand how you’re feeling, you should surround
yourself with people and places that make you happy. Spend
time with your close friends, watch movies or listen to music
you like, and focus on your well-being.
Related Link: Celebrity News: JWoww Is ‘Hurt’ After Boyfriend
Makes a Move on Angelina Pavarnick
3. Discover a passion: The worst part of a break-up is the
heavy period of loneliness that comes along with it. Instead
of spending that time reminiscing about the time you spent
together or the way he held your hand, use this free time to
discover a passion or hobby that is truly yours. It can be
anything from exercising to painting, as long as you enjoy
what you’re doing!
What are your go-to ways to deal with a break-up? Let us know
in the comments below!

Celebrity News: JWoww Is
‘Hurt’ After Boyfriend Makes
a Move on Angelina Pivarnick

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, JWoww responds to the new Jersey Shore:
Family Vacation episode where her boyfriend, Chris, got handsy
with her cast mate and roommate, Angelina Pivarnick. According
to People.com, JWoww revealed on her Instagram story that
“…I’m pretty hurt. I feel disrespected by someone I called a
friend and by someone who stated they loved me.” Chris, who
was dubbed “24” by the cast as a joke about his age,
repeatedly asked Pivarnick about her sex life and current
celebrity relationship with Chris Larangeira. The next episode
of Jersey Shore: Family Vacation promises to be an
entertaining one as we see JWoww and Pivarnick square off.

In celebrity news, JWoww responds
to her boyfriend putting the moves
on Jersey Shore co-star Angelina
Pivarnick. What are some ways to
deal with your partner flirting
with another woman?
Cupid’s Advice:
Jersey Shore stars JWoww and Angelina Pivarnick are going
head-to-head again after it was revealed that JWoww’s
boyfriend tried to make a move on Pivarnick in a night club.
This conflict is bound to end in flames that the celebrity
couple may not survive. Cupid has some relationship advice to
help you deal with an unfaithful partner:
1. Talk it out: Communication is an invaluable aspect of a
healthy relationship. The most effective way to avoid drama
and solve a relationship problem is to respectfully tell your
partner how you’re feeling. If your partner doesn’t respond
well in both words and actions to the flirting allegations,
you should consider an alternate method.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Prince Harry & Duchess Meghan
Are Considering Moving to Canada
2. Consider couples’ therapy: Sometimes tensions can be so
high in a relationship that you and your significant other can
barely speak to each other. If you find yourself in this
situation, or you’re simply unable to get your feelings
across, you should consider speaking to an unbiased therapist
who can help you work through your relationship problems.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Source Says Kylie Jenner Left
Travis Scott Over Lifestyle Differences

3. Walk away: You should never lower your standards for
anyone. You should also never allow anyone to make you feel
like you aren’t worthy. If your partner doesn’t change their
behavior after you’ve tried and tried to get your feelings
across to them, you should walk away. It is never easy to walk
away from someone you love, but you will thank yourself in the
long run.
How would you handle an unfaithful partner? Let us know in the
comments below!

Celebrity News: BiP’s Demi
Burnett Responds to Kristian
Haggerty Split Rumors

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Bachelor in Paradise star Demi Burnett

responded to rumors that she and her fiancée, Kristian
Haggerty, have broken up. Burnett revealed to UsMagazine.com,
“I mean in the most respectful way — it’s nobody’s business
how our relationship works. We both have so much going on
right now.” Burnett did emphasize that the famous couple is
happy, but taking their time with the wedding planning. This
celebrity relationship has caught the attention of many,
especially after the dual proposal featured on Bachelor in
Paradise.

In celebrity news, this couple is
still engaged and going strong.
What are some ways to keep outside
parties
from
affecting
your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Demi Burnett and Kristian Haggerty finally broke their silence
on breakup rumors. Though the
happily engaged, Brunett revealed
relationship private. Cupid has
help you keep outside parties out

celebrity couple is still
that they like to keep their
some relationship advice to
of your relationship:

1. Keep it private: The easiest way to keep outside parties
out of your relationship is by keeping your relationship on
the down-low. This will help you avoid any rumors as people
won’t have any information to base rumors on. They will also
have less content to judge or ask questions about.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Prince Harry & Duchess Meghan
Are Considering Moving to Canada
2. Answer necessary questions: Sometimes it’s difficult to
keep a meaningful relationship hidden from those who you love

and care about. If your family and friends are inquiring about
your relationship or seem to get involved too often, try to
soothe their curiosity by answering their questions. However,
if you feel as though a question is too invasive, you should
not feel as though you must answer it.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Lauren Conrad Welcomes Baby
No 2 with Husband William Tell
3. Tell them to stop: If you’ve tried several methods to get
people off of your back about your relationship and they
persist, you should be brutally honest and tell them to stop.
Sometimes people only understand when they are blatantly told
something. Try not to be rude when you tell them, but be sure
to be stern in what you’re saying.
What are you willing to give up for your partner? Let us know
in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Miley Cyrus &
Kaitlynn Carter Step Out for
Date
Night
in
Matching
Outfits

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, pop star Miley Cyrus and actress Kaitlynn
Carter were spotted in matching outfits for date night in New
York City. According to EOnline.com, the pair stepped out in
coordinated black ensembles. Cyrus wore black slacks, a
blazer, and a crop top while Carter donned a black leather
miniskirt, a blazer, and a blouse. Although the famous couple
has been spotted together during the last two months, this was
one of the first times they’ve been out in New York City. A
source for EOnline.com reports that this celebrity
relationship is getting more serious, “Kaitlynn has been a
huge support system for Miley and they haven’t left each
other’s sides. Their relationship is getting more serious.”

In celebrity news, Miley Cyrus and
Kaitlynn Carter wore matching
outfits for their date night. What
are some cute ways to coordinate
your clothes for date night?
Cupid’s Advice:
Miley Cyrus and Kaitlynn Carter looked super cute in their
matching black outfits. However, it’s easy to go from cute to

corny when it comes to matching outfits. Luckily, Cupid has
some advice that will help you and your significant other look
coordinated and cute instead of tacky:
1. Wear dark colors: Just like Cyrus and Carter, stick to dark
colors for a classy matching ensemble. You want to highlight
that you’re matching with your partner while also making it
look natural. Bright colors will distract from the
coordination and look as though it’s forced.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Brody Jenner is ‘Happy’ for
Miley Cyrus & Ex Kaitlynn Carter
2. Pick a vibe: If you want to go for a more subtle approach
to matching with your partner an easy way to do so is to pick
a vibe or an aesthetic. Are you trying to channel high fashion
or a look from a certain era? You don’t necessarily have to
match colors or specific articles of clothing, but as long as
you both go for the same general idea you’ll both look chic!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Britney Spears’ BF Sam
Asghari Reflects on Their Relationship
3. Keep it simple: Simply, don’t overdo it. We’ve all seen
those pictures of celebrity couples in the early 2000s
coordinating outrageous outfits. You don’t want to follow in
their steps. If matching outfits scare you, try to coordinate
accessories instead of entire ensembles and work your way up.
What do you think of matching outfits? Let us know in the
comments below!

Celebrity
Parenting:
Tom
Brady ‘Can’t Wait’ to Spend
Time with Wife Gisele and
Kids After Super Bowl 2019
Win

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity parenting news, Tom Brady can’t wait to spend
time with his wife Gisele, 38 and their children, following
his sixth Super Bowl win. According to People.com, Brady gave
a sweet shout-out to his wife and kids after leading the New
England Patriots to win Super Bowl LIII on Sunday, February
3rd. The Patriots’ quarterback, 41, told a CBS reporter,
during a post game interview, “I can’t wait to just spend some
time with my family, my kids, and my wife,” adding “I couldn’t
do it without their support.” The famous couple tied the knot
in February 2009. They share two children together, Benjamin,
9, and Vivian, 6.

In celebrity parenting news, Tom
Brady finally has time to spend
with his kids post Super Bowl
victory. What are some ways to
balance your career and family
life?
Cupid’s Advice:
As parents, we all know how difficult it can be to find the
perfect work-life balance. Here are some ways to balance your
career and family life:
1. Manage your time efficiently: To create and maintain a
work-life balance, you have to schedule your day ahead of
time. Planning ahead and focusing on the most important tasks
first, will give you enough time to spend with your family
later on in the day.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Tom Brady & Gisele Bundchen
Kiss in Costa Rica After Super Bowl Loss
2. Realize that it’s okay to say no: To excel in your career,
you have to be committed to your work, but keep in mind that
you have to learn to set your limits and say no once in
awhile. To find the perfect work-life balance, you have to
remember that you can’t always say yes to additional tasks,
especially if they’re tedious and cutting into the time you
need to spend with your family.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Gisele Bundchen Opens Up About
When She Learned Tom Brady Was Expecting With His Ex
3. Ask for some help: It you’re swamped at work, and the only
way to find a work-life balance is to ask for some help from a

coworker, then don’t be afraid to do so. Save yourself some
frustration and just be honest with your boss, let them know
how much spending time with your family means to you, so they
can assist you in finding a way to balance your career and
family life.
Can you think of some other ways to balance your career and
family life? Comment below.

Prince William & Duchess Kate
Reveal Due Date for Celebrity
Baby No. 3

By Rachel Sparks
Revealed via Twitter, Kensington Palace shared the due date
for Prince William and Duchess Kate’s third bundle of joy.
This celebrity baby, expected in April 2018, was kept under

wraps until September 4. According to UsMagazine.com, the
royal couple decided to reveal their pregnancy because of a
missed engagement due to Duchess Kate’s crippling morning
sickness. We have no doubt the media will be camped out at
Kensington Palace all spring until the big reveal of the new
addition!

This royal celebrity baby is
arriving in April 2018! What are
some ways to decide timing when it
comes to having children?
Cupid’s Advice:
When baby fever hits, how do we know it’s the right time? Kids
are a serious, lifelong committment and require more hours in
the day than we have. While we may not all have celebrity
babies, we understand that all couples, including famous
couples, have to decide when it’s the right time:
1. The puppy rule: We’ve all seen those happy couples who
adopt a puppy and then announce their pregnancy a couple
months later. Puppies, like babies, require late nights,
selfless dedication, and constant attention. Can’t handle a
puppy yet? Hold off on those cute tiny toes until you can
give all of yourself.
Related link: Celebrity Baby News: Duchess Kate Gets Bump
Shamed
2. How’s that career looking?: While not as demanding as a
newborn, cultivating a stable and successful career takes a
lot of time and dedication. As cute as those chubby cheeks
are, wait until you can focus your time on your new baby and
have the support from work.

Related Link: Prince William and Kate Aspire For The Simple
Life
3. That monster, debt:
We’ve all been young, holding our
first glossy credit card. There’s appeal in swiping and
getting what you want, but you have to pay for it at some
point. As we get older, we accumulate student loan debt, car
payments, mortgages, and medical bills. Even if you only have
a few of these, think month by month. Will you be able to give
your child everything you want them to have?
When baby fever hits, sometimes we can’t say no. What are some
other factors you consider before planning for your own bundle
of joy? Start the discussion below.

10 Celebrity Couples Who
Can’t Get Divorced Or We’ll
Lose All Faith in Love

By Dejha Carlisle
We all love the lives of famous celebrity couples. Everything
about their celebrity relationships seem perfect! Their
Instagram pictures and cute matching tattoos (for the edgy
couples) make us wish to be in their shoes. Of course, they
encompass our relationship goals, but which celebrity couples
would we hate to see divorced?

These are the top couples that
Cupid would hate to see divorced,
or we’d lose a little of our faith
in love:
1. Jennifer Aniston & Justin Theroux: This couple said their
“I do’s” on Aug. 5. The couple got engaged on Theroux’s
birthday, which is pretty darn special! Their ceremony was a
secret, so the couple loves their privacy.
2. Tom Hanks & Rita Wilson: This pair makes a good team when
it comes to respect and support from one another. They manage
to keep their personal business private, which is essential
for a healthy, successful relationship.
Related Link: Five Celebrity Couples Who Have Made Love Last

3. Goldie Hawn & Kurt Russell: These two have an easygoing
relationship that most would love to have. Though they aren’t
technically married, Hawn and Russell has maintained a downto-earth love in their relationship, and you will find it hard
to believe they will ever separate!
4. Annette Bening & Warren Beatty: What makes their
relationship so special? Beatty was the biggest womanizer in
the industry back in his day, that is until he met Bening.
What made him choose her over everyone else? Her cool and
confident composure.
Related Link: Annette Bening Stars in ‘The Face of Love’
5. Mary-Kate Olsen & Olivier Sarkozy: This relationship is a
very cozy one, given that many people didn’t approve of their
celebrity marriage. The two don’t seem to mind what others
think, and their love definitely seems genuine.
6. Kevin Bacon & Kyra Sedgwick: This couple makes it a point
to keep family first, and they make sure they recognize each
other’s accomplishments. They know they have to compromise,
and this is the main key to their successful marriage.
Related Link: Kyra Sedgwick Opens Up About Why She Loves
Husband Kevin Bacon
7. Jada Smith & Will Smith: These two know how to keep their
relationship fresh and spontaneous. Pinkett met Will when she
auditioned for a role on The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air. Although
she didn’t get the part, she did catch his eye. This couple
has been together ever since, and has had two beautiful
children.
8. Jamie Chung & Bryan Greenberg: Greenberg declared himself a
lucky man when he married Chung! Who wouldn’t want their
husband to feel the same way? This couple shows a lot of
enthusiasm in their marriage, and many couples tend to forget
that part.

Related Link: Single Celebrity Susan Sarandon ‘Trying to
Figure Out’ the Single Life
9. Denzel Washington & Paulette Pearson: Washington and his
wife met on the job, like most famous married couples. They
maintained a very successful relationship, and have four
children.
10. Elton John & David Furnish: This couple formed a civil
partnership when it became legal in 2005. The two have been
dedicated to their love and family ever since.
What other celebrity couples would you hate to see divorce?
Comment below.

Celebrity Wedding: ‘Pretty
Little Liars’ Star Sasha
Pierterse is Engaged

By Dejha Carlisle
Sasha Pierterse is engaged! The Pretty Little Liars star
recently shared some really cute proposal photographs,
announcing her engagement to beau Hudson Sheaffer, according
to UsMagazine.com. The young actress seems to be excited about
their future celebrity wedding, sharing an Instagram photo
saying, “The best day of my life.” Pierterse’s equally happy
husband-to-be also shared a photo of his own, capturing the
heartwarming proposal. The famous couple are ecstatic about
Pretty Little Liars coming to an end after the next season,
and the celebrity wedding that will come soon after.

We’re excited for this celebrity
wedding! What are some ways to make
your proposal unique and special?
Cupid’s Advice:
Every girl has dreamt about her loved one getting on one knee
and proposing. Cupid has a few tips to help you make your
proposal stand out:
1. Lights out: You can spell out your proposal in glow-in-thedark stickers on your ceiling (if you can reach it). Wait till
you both are in bed and turn off the lights! She will be very

surprised.
Related Link: Shawn Johnson Reveals Celebrity Wedding Date and
Dress Details
2. Good tunes: Explore your musical side and create your own
proposal song. You can add this to her music, and let her play
the song unexpectedly.
Related Link: Jamie Chung and Bryan Greenberg Tie the Knot
3. On the go: Offer to heat up your partner’s car before she
goes off to work. You can scratch your proposal into the ice
after you scrape the snow off the windows.
Your proposal doesn’t have to be the traditional get-on-knee
proposal. How did you propose? Comment below.

Celebrity
News:
Caitlyn
Jenner Wishes Kris Jenner a
Happy Birthday

By Katie Gray
In recent celebrity news, Caitlyn Jenner took to Twitter to
wish Kris Jenner a happy birthday. Caitlyn said, “Enjoy the
day with our wonderful family.” The celebrity exes are
remaining on good terms. They are a former celebrity couple
and have two daughters together, Kendall and Kylie Jenner.
According to UsMagazine.com, the Kardashian/Jenner clan
celebrated and shared photos and memories.

In this celebrity news, the exes
are playing nice. What are some
reasons to rise above the drama
when it comes to your ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
The best thing you can do in any situation is take the high
road! Although it may be hard at times given your history
together, it’s always a good idea to rise above the drama.
Cupid has some advice on reasons to rise above the drama when
it comes to your ex:
1. If you have children together: The most important reason to
stay on good terms with your ex is if you have children
together. It’s important to co-parent in a healthy and happy

environment. It’s good to rise above the drama so that you are
setting a good example.
Related Link: Celebrity News Kim Kardashian Says Khloe
Kardashian Should Freeze Her Eggs
2. To make things less awkward: When you’re in a social
setting, the last thing you would want is a scene. To ensure
there is no tension and to prevent things from being awkward,
it’s a good idea to stay on good terms. It will be good for
everyone involved and for everybody who is around you both.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Kim Kardashian and Kanye West
Double Date With Kris Jenner And Corey Gamble
3. So you’re stress free: Having drama in your life adds
unnecessary stress and negativity. To be happier overall and
stress-free, it’s great to remain on good terms with your ex.
What are some benefits you’ve had from remaining on good terms
with your ex? Comment your stories below!

Celebrity
Couple
Kim
Kardashian
&
Kanye
West
Double Date with Kris Jenner
and Corey Gamble

By Kyanah Murphy
The upcoming due date of celebrity couple Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West‘s celebrity baby isn’t stopping the duo from going
out and having a great time. People.com reports that the
famous couple were recently on a double date with Kris Jenner
and Corey Gamble. The celebrity couples wined, dined, and
enjoyed some live jazz at a Los Angeles southwestern
restaurant, Bandera.

These celebrity couples are all
about the double dating! What are
some benefits to going on a double
date?
Cupid’s Advice:
These celebrity couples have the right idea; double dating can
be fun! How, you may ask? Cupid is here to share three
benefits to going on a double date:
1. It gives you a reason to dress up again: If you’ve
together for awhile, you may have toned it down a bit
your partner. Going out with an extra set of people
probably be a motivational tool for many to dress better
they normally do for a date.

been
with
will
than

Related Link: Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani Flirt on Set of
‘The Voice’ After Respective Celebrity Break-Ups
2. It gives you something different to your routine: Most
dates are one-on-one dates with you and your partner. By going
on a double date, you’re spicing it up a little bit and
breaking away from the same old routine with one another.
Related Link: Khloe Kardashian and Lamar Odom Are Throwing Out
Celebrity Divorce Case
3. You’ll see yourselves and each other in a new light: You’ll
probably see your partner in a new light. The other couple
you’re on a date with may even inspire you in your
relationship to revive old ways (did you stop leaving notes
for each other?) or try something new.
How has a double date improved your relationship? Comment
below!

Nick Carter and Wife Lauren
Kitt Are Celebrating First
Celebrity Pregnancy

By Kyanah Murphy
Backstreet is back, and it looks like Nick Carter and his wife
Lauren Kitt are expecting a junior Backstreet Boy with their
first celebrity pregnancy. The celebrity couple shared that
Kitt is four months pregnant, according to UsMagazine.com. The
famous couple are overjoyed, as they had been trying to have a
celebrity baby for awhile.

Add another celebrity pregnancy to
the record books! What are some
ways to know your partner is parent
material?
Cupid’s Advice:
Another celebrity pregnancy is well on its way. Have you been
bitten by the baby bug? Unsure if your partner is parent
material? Cupid’s here to give you relationship advice on what
to look for to see if your partner can handle a baby:
1. Your partner is mentally mature: It’s okay to be a kid at
heart and have childish moments in life, but to be childish
all the time is not a sign of parental material. You don’t
want a “baby raising a baby” after all.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Carey Mulligan & Marcus
Mumford Welcome First Child
2. Your partner is committed: He or she should be committed to
you, committed to your pet, committed to their job, etc. Your
partner isn’t playing games and is committed to what they do.
Related Link: Famous Couple Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson and GF
Lauren Hashian Are Expecting First Child Together
3. Your partner is financially stable: Your partner knows when
to splurge and when it’s time to save. They fairly help you
with the bills and necessities. They’re not going out and
buying everything under the sun once they’ve been paid.
Expecting a baby or already have one? How did you know your
partner was parental material? Comment below.

Halle
Berry
Filed
for
Celebrity
Divorce
from
Olivier Martinez Under Alias

By Kyanah Murphy
Oh, the irony! Halle Berry filed for a celebrity divorce from
Olivier Martinez under the alias of Hal Maria, which she used
for privacy reasons, according to TMZ, when they acquired the
papers. Yet, the reports were still flying around about the
splitting celebrity couple. The former famous couple decided
to announce their split, according to UsMagazine.com. Though
the romantic aspect of their relationship is over, Berry and
Martinez intend to have an amicable celebrity relationship.

It looks like this duo didn’t want
the news of their celebrity divorce
getting out prematurely! What are
some ways to keep exciting news
between you and your partner only?
Cupid’s Advice:
This celebrity divorce is just one example of news you
sometimes want to keep between you and your partner. Cupid has
some tips on how to keep news on the down low with your
partner:
1. Don’t tell anyone else your news: Don’t even tell your best

friend. This is the most surefire way to keep things private
between you and your partner until you’re ready to reveal the
news to others.
Related Link: Gwen Stefani and Gavin Rossdale Settle Celebrity
Divorce and Will Share Custody
2. Be careful where you keep information: If you write the
information down somewhere or type it, make sure it’s in a
safe, hidden place that you remember and can access. That way
the information doesn’t get lost or stolen.
Related Link: Kate Hudson Opens Up About Celebrity Break-Up
From Matt Bellamy
3. Be careful with whom you share your information: If you do
choose to share your private information with someone outside
of your partner, be very careful who you choose. Make sure
it’s someone you can absolutely trust.
How do you keep information between you and your partner?
Comment below.

Pregnant
Morena
Baccarin
Plans Celebrity Marriage to
‘Gotham’ Co-Star Ben McKenzie

By Kyanah Murphy
There’s a celebrity marriage and a celebrity baby on the way!
According to People.com, Morena Baccarin announced that she
plans on marrying Gotham co-star Ben McKenzie once her
celebrity divorce is finalized with Austin Chick. Baccarin
shares that she is three and a half months pregnant, making
this Baccarin and McKenzie’s first child together. It’s quite
the exciting time for these two love birds!

Hollywood drama is on a high after
this celebrity marriage to-be
announcement! What are some ways to
keep
past
relationships
from
affecting your new one?
Cupid’s Advice:
During these happy times, there may be rocks between you and
your ex. Here are Cupid’s tips on how to keep your past
relationships from affecting your new one:
1. Do not fall for any bait: If there are hard feelings
between you and your ex, it’s possible that they may try to
get a rise out of you. For example, they may say things to you

do deliberately upset you. Positively rise above this and
don’t give in.
Related Link: Famous Couple Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson and GF
Lauren Hashian Are Expecting First Child Together
2. Focus on you and your new relationship: Your partner may be
hurting but you need to focus on you and your new
relationship. The breakup is something your ex has to handle
on their own and you should not let their hardship with the
breakup affect you. If it does, it can cause difficulties with
your new relationship and nobody wants that!
Related Link: Ne-Yo Celebrates Celebrity Engagement and Baby
Announcement
3. Try to be amicable: Even if your partner isn’t being
amicable, you can always try to be. Be positive towards them;
wish them well and try to interact positively with them rather
than hostile. This will help reduce your stress with
negativity kept down and prevents that negativity from
entering your new relationship.
Have you had to keep your ex from your new love? Share below
on how you kept your ex from affecting your new relationship!
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Jessica Biel and Justin Timberlake
The duo that sweats together, stays together! This famous
couple seems to believe this truth, as they are often seen

jogging together. Photo: Brian Flannery/FlynetPictures.com

Famous Couple Kylie Jenner
and Tyga Make Funny Snapchat
Videos

By Kyanah Murphy
New love is a time full of lots of romance and passion, but
it’s also a time of lots of fun! UsMagazine.com reports that
famous couple Kylie Jenner and Tyga used their time during a
recent limo ride to share silly videos on Snapchat with the
app’s new filters. In one of Tyga’s videos, it’s reported that
in the background you can hear Jenner say that Tyga’s ‘so
cute!’. This celebrity couple is definitely not shy about
sharing their relationship with the world!

This famous couple is all about the
social media. What are some ways to
utilize social media to strengthen
your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
They say that social media can break a relationship and love
life, but it can also add strength to it, too! You don’t have
to be a famous couple to show some love for your partner on
social media! Here’s some tips on how to use it to strengthen
your relationship:
1. Tweet to one another: If you both have Twitter, you can
tweet one another throughout your day. You can have quick,
micro-conversations where you cheer each other on or just
check in and see how the other is doing. Just make sure you
don’t overshare!
Related Link: Taylor Swift Gestures to New Celebrity Love
Calvin Harris at Dublin Concert
2. Mention your partner on Facebook: Write a post about them
or something they’re interested in and tag your partner in it
(with their permission of course). In this way, you’re
“showing the world” or your friend circles that you’re
interested in one another and you’re not afraid to share it.
Related Link: Rihanna Focuses Attention On New Celebrity Love
Lewis Hamilton
3. Use Snapchat: Like our famous couple here, you can share
Snaps and Snap Videos to your friends of you and your partner.
You can show what you two are up to and be silly, too!
Do you use social media with your partner? Share below the

ways you use social media with your partner!

Famous Couple Beyonce and
Jay-Z Celebrate Her Belated
Birthday on a Yacht in Italy

By Katie Gray
Crazy in love! Famous couple Beyoncé and Jay-Z recently
celebrated her birthday on a yacht in Italy. Talk about having
a happy BeyDay! The celebrity couple lounged on the yacht and
drank champagne. According to UsMagazine.com, “On her actual
birthday, the songstress’ family showered her with love. Blue
Ivy gave her an adorable handwritten card, while Jay Z created
a musical tribute featuring Coldplay’s ‘Yellow’ and messages
from her parents, sister Solange, Destiny’s Child bandmates,
and other close friends and family, which Beyonce shared on
her website.”

This famous couple goes big instead
of home! What are some ways to make
your partner feel special on his or
her birthday?
Cupid’s Advice:
Famous couples are not the only ones who want to make their
significant other feel special on their birthday! Taking a cue
from celebrity couples like Bey and Jay, it’s best to go big
instead of go home! Whether it’s celebrating with loved ones,
having a party or finding them the perfect gift, there are
plenty of ways to make your partner feel special on their
birthday! Cupid has some dating advice:
1. Few of their favorite things: Nothing makes a person feel
good as much as being surrounded by their favorite things! A
birthday is the perfect occasion to break out a few of your
partner’s favorites. Whether that be a particular food and
beverage, a candle scent, an activity or a type of flowers,
it’s time to step up.
Related Link: Does Beyoncé Have A Baby On The Way?
2. Special surprise: Surprises make people feel special
because it shows that people cared enough about them to plan
something meaningful in their honor! Plan a surprise dinner or
a surprise party for your significant other on their special
day. It will make them feel so loved. Remember, it is the
thought that counts!
Related Link: George Clooney Jokes About Celebrity Marriage:
‘They Said It Wouldn’t Last’
3. Love: All you need is love! Love is the one thing that
every birthday needs to have in spades. Show your partner how

much you love them on their birthday. That could mean planning
an outing to do together, a special meal to indulge in, making
them a card or designing them the perfect gift. It’s the
effort that matters, not the cost. Put time and energy into
their birthday, and they will see that and feel like a king or
queen!
What are some ways you have made your partner feel special on
their birthday? Share your stories with us below!

